1-1-11
Montecito, California
Dearest Family and Friends,
We hope all is well and that this letter finds you and yours in good health and spirits. As I start
typing this, the news blurbles in the background about “snowpocalypses” (snowpocali?) on the
East Coast, but I look out our window and see a cloudless blue sky and temps in the mid sixties.
Yes, we had some rain in California, with more on the way – ‘tis the season - but only enough so
far here in Montecito to get the creeks running nicely again.
With the Holidays comes a little break from the intense discordant politibuki that has replaced
normal discourse. I’m enjoying the interlude and only wish this was a permanent change in tone.
I dread the new tragicomedy to come. The 24/7 cacophony of negativity, and the incessant and
fervent argument based on spin, rather than fact, is discouraging. The occasional comfort gained
when time proves one was right about something - for example, the admonition not to blunder
into Afghanistan thinking we could “conquer” the place, or clean up the place, or even re-order
it, or “change” anything, other than perhaps replacing the kleptocrats in temporary charge of the
capital, was right on and should have been heeded – is bitter, cold comfort indeed considering
the blood and treasure hemorrhaged. And besides, with time, old idiocies are forgotten, replaced
by newer idiocies, and...(sound of brakes screeching)...sorry…enough politics! It’s a Holiday.
After our basement fire, I made it a priority to safely store our collection of images in fireproof
filing cabinets. Ri and I had an adventure picking up five used cabinets from Victorville, each
one weighing about 800 lbs. In the photo below just as we are starting out from Victorville, note
how the trailer hitch (white arrow) is only an inch or two off the ground. Once under way, the
load shifted forward and we started bottoming out on every irregularity in the road. Kaboom,
kabang, with awful yanking and jerking, and visions of the three ton load breaking loose and
careening into a freeway packed with innocents. Every time we changed lanes, there was the
pop, pop, pop as we clipped off the reflectors which stick up only slightly above the pavement.
Coming down the final hill into Ventura, I could not slow the runaway beast down, but luckily
had chosen a lane which allowed us to barrel through safely out onto the flats.
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Thankfully, I have two grown boys who helped me
muscle the cabinets out of the trailer and into the garage.
There are three things which worry me about this story:
- One is that an “adventure” in our lives has been
reduced to picking up used furniture.
- Two is the fact that I now own this dreadful three ton
dead weight of nine fireproof cabinets. How will I ever
move them? Am I permanently moored here?
- And three, and perhaps most worrying, is the weird
satisfaction I got from lining all the cabinets up nicely in
the garage, even shimming some with bits of wood
shingles so they more perfectly aligned. Arri watched
with studied concern as I futzed. Standing back
admiring the row, even taking pix of my work, I had to
pause and ask myself “What have I become?”

Ri, of course had the actual adventure this year, travelling by herself into uncharted, for the
Jeschkes anyway, territory. She had a good time for five months in India taking care of
necessary business and hanging with the in-laws, many of whom are a generation younger,
which had her laughing and exploring. Even though it was monsoon and it rained like crazy in
Meghalaya, the abode of the clouds, she got done all that had to get done. When planning her
route home, we decided she needed to go to Bhutan as one last exposure to happiness before
returning home to all the numbing familiarity of stress and drudgery.
First she tried to get there overland from Shillong, but in the end there was too much uncertainty
with road conditions being unknown in the monsoon, and unknowable until one actually
confronted a missing bridge or a landslide, and timidity amongst the potential drivers, so she first
flew to Kolkata, stashed most of her baggage, and then flew in to Paro, Bhutan.
Bhutan was everything we hoped for, and more. (zoom in to 150-200% for best viewing below.)
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The sublimely incomparable Tiger’s Nest (also above, left).

Thimphu, the lovely capital of Bhutan.
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Young women on the grounds of the Hotel Gangtey Palace, with Paro Valley in background.

An elderly gentleman circumnavigates a holy place.
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Some Bhutanese faces.

Some detail on a Buddhist temple.
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Ripening rice fields in a bucolic setting.

A giant Buddha being built on a hillside covered in trees and prayer flags.
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Prayer flags drape the trail to Tiger’s Nest.
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The equally incomparable Himalayas.

And lest anyone think of Bhutan as some Potemkin
country, this picture (read her T-shirt) shouts to the
universality of rebellious youth. And this small act
is probably more rebellious than it looks – there
being a national dress code for how one dresses in
public, and that T-shirt is no kira she’s wearing! For
her protection we will state for the record that this
photo was taken in a private setting.
Ri loved and highly recommends the Gangtey Palace Hotel as the place to stay in Paro – it was
perfect. Ri had an additional surprise there. Tobgye Dorji, the owner of the Gangtey Palace
(standing below) seems to know everyone in the world, and invited Ri for a surprise one evening.
There was a man at the table who looked familiar to Ri…...and he was. It was her cousin
Raymond (who she’s holding below), now a resident of Australia and just visiting Bhutan too,
who Ri had not seen or spoken to in 39 years!! He is now on our mailing list.
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You all know I lost lots of weight the five months Ri was in India. You will be glad to know that
I am gaining it all back, with absolutely no regrets, gorging like Mr. Creosote.
I had a long strange experience during that weight loss. I started at 210 and descended from the
tens, down through the oughts, the 90s the 80s, the 70s, etc., and while doing that, by
coincidence, I was also going back in time organizing my image collection, a task best done by
geographic location and by date - from the tens, through the oughts, the 90s, the 80s, the 70s, etc.
Quite preposterously as I was going physically and mentally through the sixties, Mark Epply, my
BFF from the sixties, who I had not been in contact with for decades, dropped back in to my life.
Turns out he spends a week a month out here in SB! Only through someone’s malfunctioning
Facebook account, which was broadcasting a private conversation, did he come in contact with
someone else from our High School daze who knew my whereabouts.

In HS, Mark and I were Thespian
Physicists, way ahead of our time,
as these shots from our 1968
yearbook attest. In fact, thespian
physicists haven’t yet caught on,
but they will! Mark is now on our
mailing list, as are a number of
other once dear friends who he has
put us back in contact with, and
with whom we are catching up.
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And here’s a recent picture of Mark and me reunited. We look exactly the same as 1968? No?

Here’s a funny part. In our 1968 yearbook, I was for some reason elected the “most artistic”
male by my classmates. They must have been high on something. The person I shared this
honor with, Andrea, was surely an artist, able to create lovely art with a few strokes of anything,
even chunks of charcoal, on anything, even tree bark. But me, I was a clod.
When picture time came, I had to pose with
something art-like in my hands, but my Art
Class project was a giant Totem Pole that I was
“carving” with a blunt axe, too big to move,
and, like much in my life at the time, poorly
planned, and unfinished. Rather than art, it
looked more like a dead tree which had been
hacked at by a disturbed person. So I grabbed
Mark’s project, a practical, finished and
totally-to-scale sailing vessel. Well, as it turns
out, Mark is now a licensed captain and an
avid sailor. Cool, huh? What did Mark
already know about his future way back then?
I somehow became a geophysicist. Hard to
fathom with that shirt I was wearing in physics
class, and my utter indifference at the time to
academics. According to the above parable of
premonition, I probably should have been a
pharmacologist.
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Going through the sixties physically (in poundage) was difficult as I was at the point where my
body was fighting me every step of the way, having lost all the fat-insurance it thought wise to
lose, and also those teenage years are really where we all go through the most wrenching
changes. The two images below haunt me as I can’t figure them out. Why on earth was I
dancing? If that even is me at all! I can’t dance and never could. What could I possibly be
happy about? – Kennedy was assassinated that month. Perhaps it was the news about the
Beatles and how, quite coincidently, I had grown the same mop top as they. And who is that
woman in the horned rimmed glasses? For goodness sake, look at that attitude. Was I abducted
as a child by a weird bunch of Jersey Shore beatnik-nerds? Is that dinosaur my premonition of
my future as a geologist? Or is this proof that humans and dinosaurs did walk the earth together?

Actually, it is great fun going back through these images and travelling back through time seeing
pictures like this one of Ri, an ABDUCTEE, searching the skies over Roswell, NM for a
spaceship to take her home. And there’s me in an old cracked Polaroid from the Himalayas.
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The B&W picture
above of Aibor in
Scotland had never
been printed before
(we have a lot more
old developed-butunprinted film to go
through – Oh Boy!)
until I scanned the
dusty negative and
cleaned it digitally.
And pictures like
this one to the left of
Arri and Ri, which
was a badly tilted
and poorly exposed
slide, is now, thanks
to the software
included with the
scanner, easily fixed.
Look at how cute
little Arri is keeping
up with his mom.
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So I went all the way back into the fifties, hitting 157 pounds, and finding such shots as this one
below, from 1955. It is quite apparent now, that, in over half a century, nothing much has
changed – there I am sitting at the beach, eating, making faces at people, and delighted by an
ability to fabricate fart sounds from under my arm, basically doing precisely what I do now, just
on a different beach! In fact, Aibor, Arri and I were convulsed in stitches the other day when
Arri was downloading fart sound ring tones for his iPhone. Poor Rizona – she looked at us with
such pity and disdain.

Along the lines of “everything old is new again,” here’s a picture of me and my sister, living on
opposite Coasts, napping with our respective grandchildren on our chests. Ahhhhhhhhh.
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Some more pictures we never really looked at before as they were undeveloped, or poorly
developed. Only now with the high tech scanner and some simple software can I begin to bring
these into the light of day. Below left, Ri had never seen snow till I hauled her kicking and
screaming back to New Hampshire. She learned to love it though, or at least to survive in it, like
on this trek in the White Mountains. We have camped a lot in our lives together (in fact,
organizing equipment today for a trip to Death Valley). Right below, boiling up a simple pot of
tea or porridge, comfy, while nasty Scottish weather lashes fiercely at our tent.

Some pictures not seen before can evoke sadness, like this one of Ri’s dear sweet departed
mother. But I look at it with some joy in my heart too. Mei had never seen the ocean until we
took her there to that Texas beach, and her thrill at being Oceanside, able to wave her hands and
control a flock of gulls, was a grand and enriching experience for her.
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So, Ri did great in India. Coming back was necessary but we’ll try to keep it short and get her
back on the road soon (hopefully with me in tow!). She took some awesome pictures in India.
The one below of “Friends in a Monsoon Shower” is actually on my short list of the best pix ever
taken. One of her lovely nieces, Aunadine, on the left. (Pssst. Encourage Ri to take more pix.)

Arri is at P3 (www.p3.md) working all the time and loving it. Rarely takes any time off. Here’s
a picture of him (left) and Aibor in July on the water in SB.
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Aibor is back teaching tennis as much as he can. Here’s a picture of Aibor and Gavin sending
water rockets skyward at the Discovery Science Center. They have such fun playing together.
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Me? Same-old, same-old. Still ruminating and cogitating, occasionally fulminating, always
imaging and imagining subjects from the mundane to the sublime, including, perhaps too often,
the absurd. Still fascinated by that interface of land and sea,

and the interplay of light and clouds.
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Still goofing around with B&W.
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Still shooting reflections in the bird refuge, with Montecito in the background,

and reflections in my picture window,
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and a reflection of me in our bird feeder.

OK, OK, I’ll stop!
Just one more image though, a reflection of me in my
front window, in my usual state anymore of gob-smacked
shock, having heard or read some new outrage,
exclaiming to no one in particular “My God, did she really
just say that!?!” or “Heaven help us if that nutjob gets
elected!” or “Surely this newest insult to our collective
intelligence shall not stand!” knowing full well that she
did say exactly that, and that that person will probably get
elected, and worse yet re-elected, and that the insult will
not only stand, but will be echoed in the dumbass chamber
we find ourselves in over and over and over again until it
is accepted as fact and I shuffle numbly on to the next
stunned moment.
Will our current course change, or will our once rightly
proud nation regress to the point where politicians are
hurling fists and chairs at each other in public, and
political power is something to consolidate and keep at
any cost, and we finally become what some in power
apparently want – a place of a very few haves and a lot of
have-nots; a place that no one wants to come to anymore?
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On that cheerful note – sorry about that, but I do need to let it out sometimes or I swear I shall
pop - as I was going through the boxes and boxes of images, I came across hardcopies of all our
old Christmas card pictures. The one below is my favorite. The title is “Surrounded by Idiots.”
There is our precious Rizona, with her makeup on and her hair carefully combed, trying so hard
to look good and proper for the Christmas picture for family and friends. And surrounding her
are the three knotheads, her three burdensome idiots, making faces and farting sounds, while she
tries to project normalcy from inside that swirl of chaotic nonsense. I should learn from her.
Maybe we can all learn from her. Love and Best Wishes to all!
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